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Overview
Problem
• Lack and Necessity
• Hindrances - Cost and Protection
Method
• Survey: 16 questions
• AMTs (No certificates required)























Under 30 30 to 50 More than 50
Reported 15 4 8
Total population 25 4 19
% of population 60% 100% 42.1%
Safety Training
Under 30 30 to 50 More than 50
Reported 21 3 18
Total population 25 4 19
% of population 84% 75% 94.7%
Effectiveness
• Among three groups (under 30, 30 to 50, 50+)…
• No difference in perceived effectiveness
• No difference in the average number of policies











Policies vs Perceived Effectiveness
Average
Sufficiency
• Average among three groups: more than  sufficient
SELECTION RESPONSE
Needs much less 0
Needs slightly less 4
Sufficient 28
Needs slightly more 9




Under 30 22 3.18
30 to 50 4 3.25
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Never heard/Know nothing
Heard/Know a little bit
Heard sufficient/Know enough
Heard much/Know quite a bit
Heard a lot/Know a great deal
Number of Participants (44 total)
Q5: Heard
Q6: Know


















Anonymity, Immunity, and Protection
• Average is similar among the three groups
Are safety reports submitted anonymously?
Under 30 30 to 50 More than 50
Yes 16 (73%) 3 (75%) 15 (83%)
No 6 (27%) 1 (25%) 3 (17%)
Total 22 4 18
Are you offered immunity and protection?
Under 30 30 to 50 More than 50
Yes 15 (68%) 3 (75%) 13 (72%)
No 7 (32%) 1 (25%) 5 (28%)
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For additional information and details, please contact me:
hdsiao@gmail.com
